Pressemitteilung

A.R.T. Tuning Program for MB GLE Coupé
At the beginning of August 2016, the Nuremberg tuning specialists A.R.T. tuning GmbH
presented a full conversion program for the new Mercedes-Benz GLE Coupé C292 called
“A.R.T. GE Coupé”

Nuremberg 17.8.2016 – Since August 2016, the Nuremberg-based automobile refiners for premium
vehicles can offer a complete tuning package for the GLE Coupé C292 from Mercedes-Benz. The
comprehensive program called “A.R.T. GE Coupé” comprises components for refinement of the
exterior: a front spoiler with air vents left and right, two domed trims for the engine hood, two front fender
attachments with the A.R.T. insignia, an eight-part set of door trims, two rear skirt attachments, a rear
diffuser, two end pipes, one rear spoiler and one roof spoiler. As always, every part carries the instantly
recognizable classic signature of the A.R.T. designers from Nuremberg. If so desired, the effect of
individual components can be accentuated by the effective application of coatings, for example in VOYAG
Blue.
The forged 23-inch light-alloy rims forgeART1 with surface coating GUNPOWDER and 305/35R23 111W
tires as featured in the A.R.T. PREMIUM WHEELS catalog are recommended for this vehicle.
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The MB GLE Coupé can be further refined with A.R.T. Interior components made of leather, Alcantara,
and carbon in the familiar high quality.
A.R.T. power enhancement for diesel engines, various comfort chassis, braking units with increased
power and roaring sports exhaust systems optimize the driving functions to the demands of discerning
drivers. High-quality elements for marking the vehicle provide the crowning finish of every A.R.T.
conversion with the insignia of the Nuremberg tuner. More information is available at www.art-tuning.de.

The A.R.T. tuning GmbH was founded back in 1986 in Nuremberg and since then has been
owned and managed at this place by Mr. Imre Arva. The company has established itself as
a leading specialist for the tuning of exclusive vehicles, especially the SUV models.
In addition to the corresponding vehicle series G, GL, GLE, GLS, Viano or V-class from
Mercedes-Benz also Porsche Cayenne 958, Range Rover Vogue and BMW X5 F15 will be
refined by A.R.T. by complete refinement packages, each with extensive ranges of
aerodynamic components, exhaust systems, interior in leather and alcantara, special
modifications, lighting systems, business equipment and light alloy PREMIUM WHEELS.
The marketing of the products is worldwide, mainly in Japan, China, Russia, USA, UAE and
of course in Germany.
For more information: A.R.T. tuning GmbH, Am Keuper 3, 90475 Nürnberg, Germany, Tel:
+49-9128-92 500, www.art-tuning.de
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